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Diagnosing asthma in children

Introduction

Asthma in children is an important cause of chronic
ill health and hospital admission. Over the past 15 to
20 years, there has been a significant increase in the
prevalence of asthma among children in developed
countries.1,2 A similar increase is also occurring in
Hong Kong3; the prevalence of asthma in 13- and 14-
year-old Hong Kong children is 11.3%.4 Significant
aetiological factors are thought to include viral infec-
tions,5 indoor allergens,6 outdoor allergens,7 over-
crowding,8 genetic predisposition,9 maternal smoking,10

airway hyperresponsiveness,11,12 and psychosocial pres-
sure.13 Despite a greater awareness and better under-
standing of asthma among physicians, the problem of
definition remains unresolved, and the diagnosis is
often delayed or sometimes not made.14

Bronchial hyperresponsiveness (BHR) is a key
pathophysiological feature of asthma. Even though
there is no diagnostic test for asthma, bronchial provo-
cation tests have been adopted to help confirm an
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asthma diagnosis. Drugs such as histamine and metha-
choline are commonly used for this purpose. There
is increasing use, however, of non-pharmacological
tests for BHR in Europe and North America.15,16 At the
Kwong Wah Hospital, hypertonic saline (HS) is
routinely used as a non-pharmacological bronchial
challenge agent in children. It is useful for physicians
to have some knowledge of these tests and their
mechanism of action.

Asthma: definition and diagnosis

Characteristic features of asthma include wheeze,
cough, nocturnal symptoms, reversibility of airway
obstruction, airway hyperresponsiveness, positive
skin-prick tests for different allergens, an elevated
serum immunoglobulin (Ig) E level, sputum eosin-
ophilia, and desquamative, eosinophilic airway in-
flammation. Children who have asthma sometimes
present with recurrent cough but do not have wheeze
or breathlessness. Chronic cough can be very distress-
ing to a child and can also make the parents anxious.
Persistent cough has been reported as the only mani-
festation of airway hyperresponsiveness (also called
cough variant asthma).17

Currently, the clinical diagnosis of asthma in chil-
dren is mainly made based on symptoms. In the United
Kingdom, the working definition for childhood asthma
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during the past decade has been “[when] episodic
wheeze and/or cough occur in a clinical setting where
asthma is likely and other, rarer conditions have been
excluded.”18 This definition relies heavily on history
taking and physical examination, but it does not take
airway inflammation into consideration. An early event
in asthma is thought to be the release of inflammatory
mediators such as histamine, prostaglandins, and
leukotrienes from bronchial mast cells, T lymphocytes,
alveolar macrophages, and epithelial cells. These
mediators can cause bronchoconstriction directly. They
can also activate eosinophils and neutrophils, and can
induce the migration of these cells to airways to cause
epithelial damage, mucous hypersecretion, airway
oedema, and hyperresponsiveness.

The International Consensus Report on the diag-
nosis and treatment of asthma defines asthma as
“a chronic inflammatory disorder of the airways in
which many cells, including mast cells and eosinophils
play a role. In susceptible individuals, this inflamma-
tion causes symptoms which are usually associated
with widespread but variable airflow obstruction
that is often reversible either spontaneously or with
treatment, and cause an associated increase in airway
responsiveness to a variety of stimuli.”19 This defin-
ition incorporates both the inflammatory nature and
potential reversibility of asthma, and thus suggests
more appropriate forms of therapy. A problem, how-
ever, is that airway responsiveness is not usually
investigated in clinical practice. This is particularly
true for children younger than 6 years, because per-
forming bronchial provocation tests at this age is not
feasible. Nevertheless, this more detailed definition
is widely adopted. It is expected that as research
progresses, more attention will be focused on the
biochemical and genetic aspects of asthma.20

Bronchial hyperresponsiveness: definition
and diagnostic usefulness

Bronchial hyperresponsiveness is an exaggerated
response to a variety of stimuli that lead to broncho-
constriction. While BHR is an essential feature of
asthma, it is not exclusive to it.21 Other conditions
associated with BHR include viral respiratory infec-
tion,22 bronchopulmonary dysplasia, tobacco smok-
ing, smoke inhalation, atopy, bronchiectasis, cystic
fibrosis, and near-drowning.

The association between BHR and adult asthma is
quite strong (Fig), but its association with childhood
asthma is less clear. Not all children with recurrent
episodes of wheezing have increased BHR and some

children who do not have respiratory symptoms show
signs of BHR.23 Pronounced BHR in asymptomatic
children is a positive and independent risk factor for
wheezing attacks later in life.24 The greater the degree
of BHR, the more symptomatic is the individual.
Persistence of BHR into adulthood is also common
in children who have atopy. In addition, there are
studies that show a correlation between the degree of
BHR and serum IgE levels.25 Hence, BHR may be a
helpful in the diagnosis of asthma.

Generally speaking, BHR is referred to as non-
specific hyperresponsiveness. Specific responsiveness
relates to responses to allergens or occupational agents.
The exact mechanisms that contribute to BHR are
not fully understood. Proposed explanations include
increased bronchial wall thickness internal to smooth
muscle, enhanced muscle contractility, altered auto-
nomic nervous control, and acute and chronic inflam-
matory processes in the airway that can lead to
epithelial cell damage. All of these mechanisms may
be the result of action by mediators released from the
additional inflammatory cells present in asthmatic
airways. There is the possibility that different mech-
anisms coexist in an individual patient and interact to
cause airway narrowing.

The use of bronchial challenge tests to
diagnose bronchial hyperresponsiveness

There are two ways to measure non-specific BHR:
using pharmacological and non-pharmacological
agents. The former group includes drugs such as metha-
choline, histamine, acetylcholine, prostaglandins,
leukotrienes, adenosine, neuropeptides, and brady-
kinin. The following physical stimuli are examples of
non-pharmacological challenges used: hyperventilation,
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exercise, cold dry air, HS, and distilled water. Non-
pharmacological agents give an indirect challenge
because they affect the osmotic or thermal properties
of the airway surface while also releasing mediators
from cells in the bronchial airway epithelium and
muscle.

On the other hand, pharmacological agents can
work directly or indirectly. Examples of indirectly
acting agents are adenosine and bradykinin. Directly
acting pharmacological agents such as methacholine
and histamine act on specific airway receptors and
cause the contraction of bronchial smooth muscle. With
this method, patients breathe in escalating doses of
either drug until a certain level of bronchoconstriction
is achieved—usually a 20% reduction in the 1-second
forced expiratory volume (FEV1). Airway responsive-
ness is then taken as the provocative dose (PD20)
or concentration (PC20) of the drug required to give
this degree of bronchoconstriction. In the past, phar-
macological bronchial challenges were considered to
be more sensitive in the diagnosis of BHR than non-
pharmacological challenges. This may not be entirely
correct, as recent studies suggest that the sensitivity
and specificity of these two tests are similar.26,27

No matter which stimulus is used, the end result is
bronchoconstriction. However, both pharmacological
and non-pharmacological challenges generate differ-
ent types of bronchial responsiveness. The choice of
test depends on the reason for measuring BHR. Drugs
are expensive and not always available to a doctor.
For example, methacholine is not readily available
in Hong Kong. Parents may not readily accept that a
pharmacological challenge for lung function test be
given to their child. As the non-pharmacological
challenge is more physiological in nature, it is more
acceptable to parents.

Non-pharmacological bronchial challenge tests

Non-pharmacological bronchial challenges have been
used to assess whether or not asthma is present in chil-
dren who have persistent symptoms like a chronic
cough. For children who are already receiving anti-
asthmatic medication, these tests may help to evaluate
the effectiveness of their treatment and the progress of
their lung function. Exercise-induced asthma can be
demonstrated by running an exercise challenge. From
an epidemiological viewpoint, these tests help to assess
the prevalence of BHR and exercise-induced asthma
in a population. Examples of non-pharmacological
agents that can be used in children include HS, distilled
water, cold air and exercise.

Hypertonic saline challenge test
The HS challenge test was first reported in 1981 by
Schoeffel et al28 as being able to provoke an asthma
attack in a patient. In 1994, Riedler29 showed this to be
a useful, simple, and safe test in children and one that
enabled prevalence studies of BHR and asthma
to be compared over time and between countries. The
underlying mechanism of the test is not fully under-
stood, but it has been suggested that the hypertonicity
of the solution changes the osmolarity of airway sur-
face fluid and causes the epithelial cells to release sub-
stances that lead to smooth muscle contraction and the
increased permeability of blood vessels.29 Histamine
and prostagladin D2 are examples of the mediators
involved. Mast cells and the stimulation of bronchial
neurogenic reflexes seem to play a key role in the
change of bronchial calibre. As concurrent drug use
can affect the test result, inhaled short-acting β2–
agonists and cromoglycate are withheld for 8 hours
prior to the challenge, inhaled steroids for 12 hours,
inhaled salmeterol for 24 hours, and antihistamines
for 72 hours before testing.

In Riedler’s study,29 4.5% HS was nebulised by
using an ultrasonic nebuliser that had been connected
to a corrugated aerosol tube and a valve. Saline was
added to the nebuliser canister. The dose was increased
successively by doubling the inhalation time from
0.5 minute up to 8 minutes with children breathing in
tidal volumes. The FEV1 was measured in duplicate,
1 minute after each challenge. The test was stopped
when either the total inhalation time was 15.5 minutes
or the FEV1 had dropped by 15% or more. The nebu-
liser canister and the tubing were weighed on an elec-
tronic balance before and after the challenge, to enable
the amount of aerosol nebulised to be calculated. A
dose-response curve can be constructed by plotting the
FEV1 against the cumulative dose of aerosol delivered
during each inhalation.

In the Department of Paediatrics at the Kwong Wah
Hospital, a modified version of the HS challenge test
is used, and we believe that it is more practical and
user-friendly. The modified method, however, has not
been validated against the published HS test and there
are also no published reports of HS test results in
Hong Kong Chinese children. An ultrasonic nebuliser
(Comfort II Model 990 T; ITO Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan)
is connected to an 80-cm corrugated tube and a mouth-
piece. The aerosol particles made are from 2- to 5-µm
in size and the nebulising output is 1.5 to 5 mL/min;
30 mL of 4.5% HS are added to the solution cup.
A baseline FEV1 (in duplicate) is measured before
the test. During the challenge, the dose of saline is
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increased successively by doubling the inhalation time
from 0.5 minute up to 8 minutes. A nose-clip is put on
the child’s nose so that the child breathes the aerosol
at a normal rate and tidal volume through the mouth-
piece. The FEV1 is measured in duplicate, 60 seconds
after each challenge. The test is terminated if the
FEV1 falls by more than 15% or if a cumulative inhal-
ation time of 15.5 minutes has elapsed. As the tubing
and medication cup are not weighed before and after
the challenge, a dose response curve is not constructed.
The response is expressed as either positive or
negative to HS challenge. In other words, it is a semi-
quantitative measure of airway response to HS.

A bronchodilator is given immediately through a
spacer device or dry powder inhaler (eg Turbohaler;
Astra, Stockholm, Sweden) to any child who has chest
discomfort or whose test response is positive. Ten
minutes after the child has inhaled the bronchodilator,
the FEV1 is again measured to show that the broncho-
constriction is responsive to bronchodilator therapy.
It is very important to bring the child’s FEV1 back
to its prechallenge value after the test is finished.
Some children complain of nausea, cough, and a
salty taste during and after the challenge, but these
side effects are not serious. A challenge test is not
conducted if the baseline FEV1 is less than 65% of
the predicted value. Over 9 months, we performed 27
HS tests in children who had clinical asthma; 11 test
results were positive (unpublished data, 1999). The
sensitivity of the test was 41%; specificity could not
be calculated, as all tested children had asthma. The
published sensitivity and specificity of this test are
47% and 92%, respectively.29

Distilled water challenge
Hypotonic solutions such as distilled water30 can also
induce bronchoconstriction after being inhaled. The
mechanism of action is similar to that of HS-induced
bronchoconstriction; the procedures used are also simi-
lar. The main difference between the two tests is that
HS increases the osmolarity of the bronchial lining
fluid while hypotonic solution decreases osmolarity.

The distilled water challenge is considered to be less
sensitive than the saline test in identifying children
with asthma.31,32

Cold air challenge
Cold air hyperventilation33 has a powerful broncho-
constricting effect. The cold air increases the osmolar-
ity of the airway epithelial lining fluid. The underlying
mechanism is similar to that which occurs with HS.
The child breathes cold dry air for a fixed period from
an apparatus that includes a compressed air cylinder, a
carbon dioxide cylinder, a cooler, a heat exchanger,
and a carbon dioxide analyser. The FEV1 is measured
before and after the challenge. The response is con-
sidered to be positive if the reduction in FEV1 is more
than 10%. This test is expensive because various pieces
of equipment are required.

Exercise challenge
Exercise causes hyperventilation, which can induce
bronchoconstriction.34,35 Hence, exercise can be help-
ful in the diagnosis of BHR or asthma. However, a
negative response does not rule out the possibility
of asthma. The degree of response depends on the
exercise type, duration, and intensity that is adminis-
tered. An exercise challenge is usually performed as a
free-running test on a treadmill or an exercise bicycle.
The pre- and post-exercise values are measured and
compared. A reduction in FEV1 of more than 15% is
considered a positive response. Standardisation of the
procedure is extremely important, because without this,
it is difficult to repeat and compare test results; this
caveat is especially true for the free-running test. The
air temperature and humidity should also be measured
in a free-running exercise challenge. One disadvantage
of the test is that older children may not be sufficiently
motivated or cooperative enough to complete it.

Comparison of pharmacological and non-
pharmacological bronchial challenge tests

The sensitivity and specificity of the various bronchial
challenge tests used in children are shown in the

Table. Results of non-pharmacological and pharmacological bronchial challenge tests in children

Study Challenge test Mean age (years) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)
Type Test used

Riedler et al29 NP* Hypertonic saline 14.0 47 92
Riedler et al29 NP Exercise 14.0 46 88
Frischer et al36 NP Distilled water 85.0 36 92
Nicolai et al37 NP Cold dry air 10.0 31 88
Salome et al38 P† Histamine 9.5 53 90
Galdes Sebaldt et al39 P Methacholine 11.5 95 83

* NP non-pharmacological
† P pharmacological
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Table.29,36-39 Methacholine has the highest sensitivity
but is less specific compared with the other agents. His-
tamine has a similar sensitivity and specificity to the
non-pharmacological agents used to identify asthma.
A study has shown that the HS challenge has a closer
relationship to the severity of exercise-induced symptoms
than to BHR measured by histamine or methacholine
reactivity.40 Using a non-pharmacological bronchial
challenge may thus offer a promising alternative to
using pharmacological agents.

Conclusion

Bronchial hyperresponsiveness is a key indicator of
asthma. As there is no single diagnostic test for asthma,
bronchial challenge can serve as an aid in its diagno-
sis in difficult cases. However, it is very important
not to rely solely on the results of a challenge when
considering the diagnosis of asthma in a child. These
results need to be interpreted as only part of the
clinical picture. A negative challenge test result does
not exclude asthma. A non-pharmacological bronchial
challenge seems more natural to children than does
the use of pharmacological agents; a test that does not
need drugs is also more acceptable to parents. The
HS challenge test is one such example. We found
this test to be a useful tool in our management of
cases of suspected or confirmed asthma. Further
study is needed to validate our modified method
against the standard published method before it can
be recommended for use.
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